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Gaining Admission to the Medical Discourse Community: The Importance of Method Within
Homeopathic Research
The medical discourse community casts a wide net, encompassing various disciplines,
interests, fads, and controversies. Traversing this ocean of dialogue requires the
compartmentalization of these concepts into manageable discourse arenas. It follows that
specialized discourse communities arise some of which are more controversial than others. One
such community centers on the topic of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), and
within this community the topic of homeopathy is deliberated increasingly. The deliberation of
homeopathy within the larger sphere of medicine is the central focus of this paper: How is
homeopathy considered and agued within mainstream medical literature?
In this instance, mainstream medical literature refers to high-impact medical journals that
publish articles incurring high citation rates within the medical community. [Thomson Reuters
publishes such a list each year, and the ranking that each journal receives directly originates from
the number of citations that the journal's articles typically accrue (Thomson Reuters, 2010).] It
follows that gaining access to this discourse community ranks high on a researcher's priority list.
On a whole, the medical community has grown to such a degree that necessitates a partition of
the medical literature. Specialized journals are nothing new, nor are they typically marginalized
by the more general medical journals. Although this is not the case with journals devoted to
CAMs, these have sprouted up rapidly during the last few decades. Arguments to explain the
rapid increase are manifold, but whether the increase stems from the ostracism by medical
researchers critical of CAMs, or whether the move towards specialization reflects merely
increased levels of interest and dialogue, is unclear.
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What ensues in the subsequent paper is a comprehensive report on the state of the
discourse surrounding homeopathy, both within high-impact journals as well as specialized
journals that focus on CAM. There seems to be a shift in rhetoric and a transition of the
discourse field from studies published in high-impact journals to studies published in moretargeted journals specializing in either homeopathy directly or the wider field of CAM. In
keeping with this possible trend is the shift in ideology within homeopathic studies from an
integrated to a pluralistic model. Currently developing amongst researchers of homeopathy is an
understanding that homeopathy’s major tenets—most notably the application of individualized
treatments—is incompatible with the current method for executing and reporting medical trials
within mainstream, evidence-based medicine.
In addition, I have chosen two articles of opposing outcomes (Shang et al., 2005 & Linde,
Clausius, Ramirez, & Melchart, 1997) and have compared the rhetoric within their individual
methods sections to note any differences in approaches to the issue of homeopathic metaanalyses. The point of the method review is to pinpoint the dissimilarities, if any, and to note
how each argument is structured.
The Influence of CAM and the Abundance of CAM Research
According to the World Health Organization (2008), roughly 80% of the developing
world depends daily on traditional forms of medicine to cure and to treat illnesses. In developed
countries 70–80% of people have tried some form of traditional treatment, with annual sales
from 2003–2004 reaching the equivalent of over $5 billion USD in Western Europe alone. With
these figures in mind, it is easy to understand that within the current climate of western health
care the topic of CAM is accumulating an ever-increasing amount of interest as well as scrutiny.
In a 2005 study looking at the trend of CAM use in the United States from 1997–2002,
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researchers found that most CAM seekers were non-Black, non-Hispanic women with a medium
annual income of over $65,000, and whose age ranged between 40–64 (Tindle, Davis, Phillips,
& Eisenberg, 2005). In Japan, a large section of the population employs CAM—including
homeopathy—when attempting to cure minor illnesses not deemed serious enough to treat with
western medicine (Yamashita, Tsukayamaa, & Sugishita, 2002). For the most part, the use of
CAM for minor illnesses surpasses its uses as an alternative medicine in more serious cases
(WHO, 2008). Knowing the demographics of CAM consumers allows researchers to gain
insight to the causes of any increases in interest and application.
Considering the amount of money spent on CAM it follows that researchers are keen to
subject CAMs and their components to an array of clinical trials. The motivation behind the
wave of efficacy testing is manifold. CAM proponents seem eager to launch their therapies onto
a more accepted plane, whereas critics of CAM assert that CAMs are on the fringe of the medical
field. Even more basic is the desire of CAM proponents to amass a modicum of scientific
respectability in order to gain admittance to mainstream medical practice, thereby qualifying for
coverage under health insurance policies (Lafferty, Tyree, Bellas, Watts, Lind,
Sherman,…Grembowski, 2006). Because the debate covers so many years and involves a wide
assortment of medical research professionals, the motivations behind these two arguing branches
are speculative at best. With an ongoing debate that seems endless, it is safer to state that both
sides, regardless of motivation, are increasingly indifferent to the opinions, facts, and feelings of
the opposite field. This intransigence makes for interesting discourse amidst the community of
scientific inquiry and those seeking admittance into that community.
In The Rise and Fall of Social Psychology, Augustine Brannigan (2004) introduces a way
to regard the current discourse surrounding the issue of CAM: “experiments as theatre” (p. 37–
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62). Brannigan charges social psychologists of using experiments to “serve as platforms for the
dramatization of ideas, not for the testing of hypotheses and the building of theories” (p. 60).
Such dramatization may well contribute to the fact that CAM continues to play such a key role in
the popular-media-driven discourse of western medicine, despite being resisted by so many
mainstream medical researchers (Kaptchuk, 2005). Although social psychology may not be
considered a CAM, the metaphor of the theatre and the experiment may help to illustrate the
discourse on CAM research.
Given the prevalence of alternative therapies and treatments touted by media
personalities such as Oprah (Allen, 2009), CAM is vastly important in our current interconnected
climate. Information is readily available to anyone who seeks it, yet many people lack the
specialization and time to fully understand the facts, the fallacies, and the fast-paced shifts in
evidentiary materials. The need for evidence in standard medicine is well known: Scores of
rigorous medical journals attest to this fact. Not only does the entire process ensure that the
medical community is embroiled in a constant dialogue concerning what works and what does
not, it also enables the continued debate on a subject in which a minority group of proponents
argues against the prevailing view of the majority of medical experts. Perhaps one of the most
strident and persistent examples of this kind of evidentiary dispute is the one surrounding the
issue of homeopathy. More so than other disputed medicinal practices, homeopathy stands out
because of its lengthy history and because of its researchers’ efforts to firmly insert homeopathic
research into the mainstream scientific medical literature, thereby fueling the debate.
In an effort to chart the evolution of similar scientific dialogues, Charles Bazerman
(1988) wrote Shaping Written Knowledge: The Genre and Activity of the Experimental Article in
Science. Bazerman (1988) has an interesting approach to the subject of science. As a
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composition scholar passing commentary within a secondary discipline, Bazerman nevertheless
understands that the umbrella term we use for science does little to actually encompass the many
cross-sections of the various fields. In order to establish some framework from which to work,
Bazerman found a common thread that most of the various scientific disciplines share: the
experimental report. Despite noticeable differences in documentation styles across the different
scientific disciplines, for example, the experimental report does contain a recognizable
framework. The method, the hypothesis, the materials, the results, and the discussion, are all
sections to be found within any given experimental report, and thus (according to Bazerman)
may be studied in order to determine any structures or standards that may arise over time. In
recognizing the common features found within the experimental report, Bazerman hits on a
crucial point that some scientists may be loathed to recall: the act of science, however flawlessly
done, is rendered moot without the act of reporting the results. Following this logic, Bazerman
points out that reporting requires words, thereby cementing the need for rhetoricians of science
to enter into the discussion.
Broadly speaking, Bazerman’s analysis on the dialogue of science leads to an
understanding of how knowledge within a scientific discourse community is formed,
disseminated, disputed, and tentatively agreed upon. According to Bazerman, a significant part
of the evolution of scientific discourse is the development of the scientific journal, and within it,
the article of scientific experimentation. Underlying this evolution is the emergence of a
standard for reporting experimentation in a way that facilitates understanding and replication
amongst researchers in a given discipline. What began as a small collection of naturalists’
exchanges has given rise to the foremost system of knowledge creation within the various
scientific disciplines. [Charles Bazerman’s (1988) most striking observation centers around the
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fact that science, as it is practiced in present times, evolved relatively quickly in relation to the
span of human history. The practice of the experiment, for example, did not gain any real
footing until the 19th century—having undergone a longer period of trial and error from 1665–
1800. Before then, naturalism and observation filled the pages of the first English language
science journal, the Philosophic Transactions of the Royal Society of London.] In addition to the
discursive benefits provided by an extensive system of checks and balances, there exists an
imminent danger of entering into an infinite dialectic loop—an unfortunate result of the
intransigence previously mentioned. If participating members within a given scientific discipline
are unwilling or unable to address valid criticisms then the discipline would more closely
resemble dogma rather than a scientific undertaking. When regarding the academic literature,
we find that research articles pertaining to homeopathy mostly fall into two determined factions:
those who support homeopathy and its continued clinical testing and those who consider the
matter settled.
Beyond noticing the various types of participants, it is also necessary to regard the forum
in which the dialogue surrounding CAMs takes place. In this instance, the forum consists almost
exclusively of varying types of academic and peer-reviewed journals—some more respected and
grounded than others. In recent years, CAM publications have trended towards specialized
journals, rather than being submitted to more traditional journals such as Nature or The New
England Journal of Medicine. This differs slightly from the CAM publications of the 1990s,
during which time homeopathic articles would appear in prestigious scientific journals, despite
(what critics of homeopathy considered) questionable methods that led to equally controversial
research outcomes (Linde et al., 1997; Shang et al., 2005). Observing this trend toward
specialized journals, we might inquire whether or not the rhetorical strategies of these
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publications differ in any way from those of their mainstream science journal counterparts.
Curiously, this progression was foreseen by Charles Bazerman (1988), who wrote, “The
proliferation and specialization of scientific journals have preserved the publishing scientist from
facing the judgment of the entire scientific community” (p. 145). It seems that Bazerman regards
a transition towards specialized journals as an insular move rather than one motivated purely by
increases in related research literature.
Despite this trend, however, the question remains: What is so appealing about entering
into the fold of the scientific discourse community? Setting aside the broad sweeping nature of
such a question, the term “science” has evolved from a singular methodological approach for
evaluating claims to a term that invokes objectivity as its highest virtue. As Charles Bazerman
(1988) states, “sciences have the reputation for eschewing rhetoric and simply reporting natural
fact that transcends symbolic trappings” (p. 6). Flawed as this reputation may be, the veneer of
science and its objectivity nevertheless remains a highly desired attribute for any discipline to
obtain. As a result, many disciplines outside the traditional sciences have adopted the IMRaD
format—introduction, methods, results, and discussion—as the standardizing format for
publishing evidence (Day, 1989). This move rings true for specialized homeopathic journals
such as the Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine, the American Journal of
Homeopathy, Homeopathy, Homeopathy Today, the New England Journal of Homeopathy, the
European Journal of Classical Homeopathy, and the National Journal of Homeopathy, all of
which require the IMRaD format for publication submission.
Exploring the IMRaD format further, it is the ranking format used and approved by the
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE; 2010). Although the ICMJE’s
requirements have evolved into a larger and more complex format, the basic structure remains
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intact. Introduction, methods, results, and discussion are all familiar organizational objects used
by a vast number of varying disciplines. Rhetorically speaking, the IMRaD format represents a
standard for arranging an argument within the context of a given disciple. It grew out of the
empirical sciences, such as chemistry and physics, and eventually spread to the social sciences,
and even professional journals in the arts and humanities (Day, 1989, p. 18). And while, as
Bazerman (1988, p. 6) notes, different disciplines may adapt the experimental report to suit
specific disciplines, the fact remains that by 1980, the four most prestigious western medical
journals (the British Medical Journal, the Lancet, the New England Journal of Medicine, and
Journal of the American Medical Association) had ubiquitously adopted the IMRaD format as a
prerequisite for publication (Sollaci & Pereira, 2004).
Given the widespread adoption of the IMRaD format as illustrated by Sollaci and Pereira
(2004), little choice remains for researchers working on the fringes of the mainstream medical
community but to adhere to prevailing standards and practices. The stage is primed so that a
potential inductee into the mainstream medical community must observe the format in order to
be considered for inclusion. It follows logically, then, that researchers of a specific CAM such
as homeopathy would deliver their evidence wrapped in the package of the approved IMRaD
format, thereby matching their arguments’ arrangement to that accepted by the mainstream
medical community. The subsequent rejections for homeopathy’s permanent admittance into
mainstream medical discourse is bitter for some stalwart homeopathic researchers (Milgrom,
2008; Vickers, 2000). Thus, as Bazerman predicted, perhaps the struggle for admittance with
only marginal success has quickened the rise of specialized homeopathic journals (1998, p. 145).
With respect to Bazerman’s rhetorical movement, the combative spirit of homeopathic
advocates keeps homeopathy alive within the mindset of millions of homeopathic purveyors,
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patients, and practitioners. Charles Bazerman (1988) states, “a medical researcher writes as part
of an evolving discussion, with its own goals, issues, terms, arguments, and dialect. The history
frames both the rhetorical movement and the rhetorical universe” (p. 5). The unwavering
popular support for homeopathy, in turn, contributes to this rhetorical universe—moving beyond
the mere dualistic nature of pro versus con, the discussion of homeopathy then shifts to more
specific inquiries.
So although the pro-versus-con arguments and evidence fall within the discourse
community belonging to homeopathy, homeopathic researchers would see the discourse move
away from substantiating the efficacy of homeopathy and towards an inclusionary dialogue of
when and where it is appropriate to apply homeopathy within clinical practice (Milgrom, 2010;
Vickers, 2000). This topical shift is facilitated by the growth of CAM-focused journals, which
reflects the fact that homeopathic researchers must operate on the assumption of efficacy in order
to skip directly to internal issues. Critics of homeopathy clearly find the discussions of
homeopathy’s internal matters moot, because they find fault with the overall premise—that
homeopathy works. Because critics of homeopathy roundly dismiss the claims of homeopathy’s
usefulness within medical practice, they naturally move that the matter be dropped altogether
(Ernst, 2008).
Moving forward, the most striking commonality between these two groups is the
employment of scientific literature in order to underpin their respective goals. Within the
individual ideological corners, homeopathic researchers and their critics typically maintain a
united front against the respective opposition—stated more succinctly, the arguments presented
by each group display similar tonal patterns and similar visual aids such as graphs and tables (see
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Appendices A and B). These similarities enable a comparative assessment of the two publication
styles.
Homeopathy
On January 30, 2010 more than 400 British skeptics of homeopathy attempted to
overdose on sugar pills laced with various kinds of homeopathic solutions. The 1023 Event was
orchestrated by a collection of skeptical societies in the UK in an effort to illustrate the benign
effect of ingesting prescribed homeopathic medication. By the end of the event it was clear that
none of the participants had experienced any ill effects (Homeopathic 'overdosers' announce
global challenge, 2010). Although the U.S. media largely missed the 1023 Event, media outlets
in the UK as well as in Europe reported the story and opened up a new debate regarding the
widespread use of homeopathy in western Europe.
In June 2010, the German news magazine Der Spiegel ran a cover story titled, “Der
Große Schüttelfrust,” which ran under the English title “Alternative Medicine or Witchcraft?
Europeans Cast Critical Eye on Homeopathy” (Grill & Hackenbroch, 2010). Although some
Germans are skeptical as to the efficacy of homeopathy many more emphatically support its
continued use, which explains why the cover story in Spiegel caused such an uproar. Shortly
after the article ran, the Social Democratic Party (SPD) called for the discontinued funding of
homeopathy by national health insurance funds (Spiegel Online, 2010). Steps towards health
insurance reform began shortly thereafter, and the ensuing reform limited the use of public
healthcare funds to be used for homeopathic medications and treatments (Krankenkasse
Deutschland, 2011).
Regardless of the reforms made in Germany, homeopathy in the UK still enjoys the
support of the royal family as well as coverage by the National Health Services (NHS) (Mihill,
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1997; Science and Technology Committee, 2010). In February of 2010, a parliamentary report
was prepared reviewing the available literature on homeopathy’s efficacy. The extensive report
concluded with the recommendation that homeopathy should not be funded by the NSH (Science
and Technology Committee, 2010). The recommendation was passed in spite of a large letterwriting campaign organized by homeopaths and enthused consumers of homeopathy. The
juxtaposition of public insistence upon homeopathy’s efficacy and the intransigence of doctors
and institutions critical of the alternative medical approach roundly illustrate the dual nature of
the discourse surrounding homeopathy.
Homeopathy was developed by Samuel Hahnemann in the late 1700s, and it is based on a
principle that, given the proper stimulation, human bodies have the capability of healing an array
of illnesses. The act of stimulating the body’s natural healing capacity is based on Hahnemann’s
“Law of Similars,” which proposes that illnesses may be treated with substances that produce
similar symptoms in healthy subjects. That is, substances that are known to cause certain
symptoms may be administered in diluted states to patients exhibiting said symptoms (Jonas,
Kaptchuk, & Linde, 2003). For example, should a patient exhibit the signs of insomnia a
homeopath might consider prescribing a solution containing an infinitesimal amount of the
caffeine molecule—caffeine would be considered a possible remedy due to its stimulating
properties. It bears to keep in mind that the “Law of Similars” put forth by Hahnemann has not
acquired the necessary evidence to be accepted by researchers on either side of the argument
(Linde et al., 1997; Ernst 2002), and continues to remain unsubstantiated (Jonas et al., 2003).
Based on this supposition though, Hahnemann and his subsequent followers began to develop
homeopathic remedies from animal, herbal, mineral, and eventually synthetic substances.
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To this day, homeopathic remedies are prepared using a system of dilution whereby one
part of a substance is diluted in distilled water or alcohol to the point where the original
substance ceases to exist in molecular form within the final diluted solution. This tenet in
homeopathy is most controversial because homeopathic practitioners maintain that a diluted
solution retains its biological activity even after diluted to immense ratios—1 part in 1010 or
10100 are typical dilutions (Jonas et al., 2003). The mixture is shaken after each dilution for the
purported reason of ensuring that the solution maintains potency; indeed, according to
Hahnemann, with this act of shaking (what is termed by classic homeopaths as succussion),
“information is thought to be transferred from the diluted substance to the solvent” (Shang et al.,
2005, p. 726). The problem with this tenet of homeopathy lies in what chemists and physicists
know about Avogadro’s “Law of Infinitesimals”—there is a point in a dilution series when the
original molecule ceases to exist (Singh & Ernst, 2008). If homeopathic solutions do contain
substances that have the ability to physiologically affect the human body, then it follows that
homeopathy falls outsides the boundaries of known chemistry (Singh & Ernst, 2008). When
regarded from the perspective of critics, the controversy of homeopathy’s tenets fall into the
arena of scientific implausibility.
To this criticism, proponents of homeopathy typically respond by adding new variables to
the discussion. Many believe that the mechanism of homeopathy is far less important than the
actual results (Sehon & Stanley, 2010, p. 278). To this end, there exist endless personal
testimonials, small-sample sized trials, and historical anecdotes to underpin homeopathy’s
efficacy. Another popular rebuttal is the claim that “homeopathic medications cure by affecting
something in the human person that goes beyond what science can quantify or explain” (Sehon
& Stanley, 2010, p. 278). From the chemical perspective, homeopathic researchers have also
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argued that water undergoes a molecular restructuring when combined with homeopathic
substances (Sehon & Stanley, 2010, p. 279), without elaborating on what molecular restructuring
is.
Homeopathy, as it is currently applied, typically falls within three forms of practice:
classical, isopathy, and clinical. In classical homeopathy, patients are treated with individualized
remedies based on that single patient’s symptoms (Linde et al., 1997). To begin with, patients
schedule a consultation session with their chosen homeopaths; the consultation session is
comprised of a lengthy talk in which the homeopath takes down a patient’s history. Rather than
the two-sided history forms typically given to new patients in doctor’s offices, a homeopathic
history tries to encompass the multifaceted well-being of an individual. Diet, relationship status,
exercise regiment, likes and dislikes, favorite animals, these are just a few examples of the
possible topics discussed within a homeopathic history, which can last up to several hours. Upon
this consultation, the homeopath may then prescribe a certain remedy based on the patient’s past
history and symptoms. Isopathy covers a type of treatment in which patients are treated with the
agent that causes the observed symptoms; Shang et al. (2005) mention pollen and pollinosis as an
example (p. 727). Lastly, homeopathy is considered “clinical” when homeopathic researchers
administer a single, identical remedy to all subjects and when no comprehensive history is taken.
This is the case in several well-known studies concerning childhood diarrheal illness (Jacobs,
Jiménez, Gloyd, Gale, & Crothers, 1994; Jacobs et al. 2000, Jacobs et al. 2006). Because clinical
homeopathy deals with the application of one remedy to a collection of subjects, it is suited for
testing in randomized controlled trials.
Unpacking the Randomized Control Trial
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Given the vociferous nature of the discourse, a neutral approach to understanding the
development of the rhetorical universe of homeopathy might be to regard the collective scientific
literature. Each position has at its disposal a multitude of peer-reviewed, journal-published,
randomized control trials (RCTs). Before unpacking these clinical trials, however, it is necessary
to regard the structure of a typical clinical trial so that we may recognize the similarities between
each document as well as any deviations from the norm.
The generic scientific article consists of a recognizable structure the purpose of which
lies in the ease with which information is organized and presented. Ideally, the article is a pure
reflection of the information gathered; however, this ideal is rarely met. As Ann Penrose and
Stephen Katz (1998) stated in their book Writing in the Sciences, far from a purely
straightforward account of the facts, the scientific report serves “an important and interpretive
function” (p. 33). As recognized in the different flavors found in and around the research on
homeopathy, an author’s literary choices should not be regarded as benign. Relating to this
Charles Bazerman (1988) states,
Some individuals seem to veil their rhetorical awareness behind other sets of
beliefs…rhetoric is denied even as it is practiced…And some individuals with
little self-consciousness about their formulating practices just keep doing what
seems demanded by the situation, what is rewarded by persuasive success.” (p.
320)
Setting aside an author’s rhetorical awareness (or lack thereof), a RCT most often consists of the
following sections: introduction, methods and materials, results, discussion, and references.
Beyond the IMRaD format, article authors may alter these sections to better suit the material.
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According to Penrose and Katz (1998), the introduction of a scientific research report
contains a review of the collective knowledge that gives rise to the research question. The
section may also include a hypothesis for the resolution of the research question. The methods
and materials section details the research design and describes with which methods the results
will be analyzed. Penrose and Katz state that various disciplines have very specific requirements
for a methods section (1998). The results portion of the article naturally states the results and
includes any pertinent tables or graphs. The discussion section is reserved for any analytical
comments the authors wish to make regarding their expectations for the research. Most often,
authors also use this section in order to discuss the shortcomings of the research as well as to
state any apparent potential bias that may have affected the results. Another objective in the
discussion is to lay bare any variables that may have influenced the results—Penrose and Katz
(1998) regard this as the “consideration of generalizability of the answer” (p. 34). Finally, the
authors must list any references that were used to further the argument of the research report.
For my purposes, the methods and materials section of homeopathic research represents
the most crucial portion because it is written not only to reflect a researcher’s adherence to
standards and practices of his or her discipline, but also to convey a message of confidence in the
ensuing results. The methods section invites the audience to view an author’s process, the
underlying assumption being that the author has given an accurate account of the process.
Bruno Latour and Steven Woolar (1986, p. 238) state in their book Laboratory Life—an
ethnography of the sociological characteristics found in laboratory research—that the antagonism
found in scientific discourse is necessary to uncover the most persuasive argument. It follows
that constructive and well-phrased criticism is an integral part of the scientific process and must
be addressed by the defending party. In the instance of homeopathy, the defending party consists
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of homeopathic researchers, those interested in joining the discourse of biomedicine. Regardless
of who issues the criticism though, an easy target is the methods section of an experimental
report. Systematically breaking down a trial’s methodology may uncover unaccounted variables
and faulty analytical methods. Upon finding these, a critic may express this point using the
conditional logical operator. If the methods of a given experiment is deemed valid, then we may
infer that the results thereof are sound. [This is expressed in symbolic logic as, C ⊃ B). Should
a critic find fault with a particular set of premises stated within a methods section the audience
may not conclusively infer that the results are sound. [In symbolic logic this statement is
expressed as, ~C ⊃ ~B] (Klenk, 2008, pp. 38–42).
Using formal logic, it is easy to discern the importance of a method’s framework;
however, it also demonstrates how fragile that framework is when intensely scrutinized. More so
than criticizing the actual outcomes of a clinical homeopathic trial, critics may uphold their
objectivity by refraining from derision of homeopathy specifically—about which many certainly
have preconceived opinions—and may instead cut down the seemingly solid methodological
scaffolding erected by homeopathic researchers. On both sides of the blanket has such an
approach been employed.
In researching randomized controlled trials (RCTs), their methodologies, and their
general impacts, an outspoken genre of critical articles emerges. For Ted Kaptchuk (2001),
author of “The double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial: Gold standard or golden
calf?”, the optimization of RCTs is far less unambiguous than purveyors of evidence-based
medicine would like to believe. (Evidence-based medicine [EBM] is the prevailing paradigm in
medicine which “deemphasizes intuition, unsystematic clinical experience, and pathophysiologic
rationale as sufficient grounds for clinical decision making and stresses the examination of
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evidence from clinical research” [“Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group,” 1992, p. 2420].)
Kaptchuk (2001) uses his platform, in large part, not to dismantle the standard of the RCT, but to
maintain a constant and rigorous dialogue about the limitations and weaknesses of the RCT. He
further states that
[g]iving any research method, including double-blind RCTs a sanctified scientific
status can be an obstacle ‘to improving the basic structure and evidence of trials’
(Feinstein, 1995). Unless one is aware of a research methodology’s potential
weaknesses, scientific activity can become a mechanical ritual. (Kaptchuk, 2001,
p. 547)
Kaptchuk broadly advocates a general skepticism regarding the outcomes of RCTs, but it is
important to subject the methods section in an individual RCT in order to ascertain where that
particular RCT lies on a confidence scale.
Method as Rhetorical Strategy
While Kaptchuk’s work primarily lies within the realm of science theory, Colleen
Derkatch’s research takes a hard look at the way in which rhetoric influences the construction of
RCTs. Serendipitously, Derkatch’s (2008) article, “Method as Argument: Boundary Work in
Evidence-Based Medicine,” describes the role that a methods section plays in arranging and
presenting information in a RCT. Derkatch asserts that since the rise of the RCT as a “Gold
Standard” for evaluation medicinal claims, proponents of CAMs have been eager to use the
evaluative formula as a means of inserting their respective CAM into the mainstream medical
community (p. 376). Derkatch’s article is cleverly arranged in three separate sections: the first
two sections are a strident example of objectivity, yet the third is reserved for Derkatch’s
personal impetus.
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To begin, Derkatch (2008) raises several important red flags with regard to CAMs, RCTs
and their methods sections, and conventional medicine. The first concerns the incompatibility
between CAMs and the standard method in which a particular treatment is empirically tested
within a clinical trial. Indeed, CAMs typically tout their individualized approach to treatment;
however, this does not translate well with regard to the requirement of standardization (Derkatch,
2008, p. 375). Without standardization, medical researchers cannot fully pinpoint the effective
portions of a particular treatment. For instance, in the case of a homeopathic trial, patients are
given homeopathic pills based on their individual symptoms. This individually tendered system
proves problematic since standardization requires that patients within a specific treatment group
are given the exacting dosage of a single medication (Derkatch, 2008, p. 376). Despite this
incompatibility, CAMs notoriously capitalize on the biomedical approach for presenting
evidence, often adapting their own standards and practices to suit those used by the biomedical
field (Derkatch, 2008). This deference to the biomedical standards rather than to the tenets of a
particular CAM seems disingenuous yet understandable considering the desired outcome.
The standards to which biomedical researchers adhere are outlined by the CONSORT
Group (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) in what is known as the “CONSORT
Statement” (CONSORT, 2011). According to the CONSORT Group, the CONSORT Statement
is
intended to improve the reporting of a randomized controlled trial (RCT),
enabling readers to understand a trial's design, conduct, analysis and interpretation,
and to assess the validity of its results. It emphasizes that this can only be
achieved through complete transparency from authors. (¶ 1)
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With respect to rhetoric, the above statement conveys the importance of addressing the audience;
moreover, it is a reflection of the desire of the CONSORT Group to direct the rhetorical choices
of biomedical researchers—presumably, in order to promote clarity.
Within the statement, the methods section is broken down and required individual
components are explained through means of a checklist as well as by excerpted examples from
published RCTs. The components of the methods section are identified but are not limited to:
trial design (changes to trial design), participants, study setting, interventions, outcomes (changes
to outcomes), sample size, interim analysis and stopping guidelines, randomization and sequence
generation, randomization type, randomization implementation, blinding, similarity of
intervention, statistical methods, and additional analyses (CONSORT, 2011).
The manifold components of the methods section reflect—in a larger context—the
desired thoroughness of the idealized standard. Interestingly, this thoroughness is often taken to
extremes in CAM research in which RCTs “exhibit a kind of hyper-performance of the
experimental genre through an exaggerated empiricity—a strategic overdescription of salient
trial features that increase their association with scientific methods” (Derkatch, 2008, p. 378).
(Derkatch goes further to state that CAM researchers “in the biomedical literature appear to
employ the genre [of the scientific report] to enhance their ethos as scientists in the face of their
work on subjects not fully compatible with a scientific purview;” [2008, p. 376].) When
regarding, individually, the methods sections of scientific articles belonging to both homeopathic
researchers and those of their critics, it is important to note how stridently each side adheres to
the CONSORT guidelines. Any deviations from the idealized standard carry implications of
how a particular article may be regarded by a scientific medical audience. In addition to
measuring the rhetorical choices of a methods section against the CONSORT Standards, Charles
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Bazerman (1988) outlines strategies for maintaining rhetorical self-consciousness in the process
of writing within the sciences.
Bazerman (1988) advises authors to regard the principles of a specific scientific discourse
community. It is important to understand the assumptive tenets of a particular community in
order to see where one’s views lie within an established discourse community (Bazerman, 1988,
p. 323). This awareness allows authors to regard the space in which they write and draws
attention to the rhetorical choices made by fellow researchers. Furthermore, such awareness aids
authors in “developing terms appropriate to [their] emerging claims and in finding ways to make
their claims intelligible and persuasive to peers committed to other beliefs and rhetorics”
(Bazerman, 1988, p. 324).
Another key to rhetorical self-consciousness is understanding the structure of a particular
prevailing literature as well as understanding where one’s views fall within the spectrum of ideas
of a discourse community. The purpose of doing so allows authors to anticipate the manner in
which colleagues will interpret newly presented information. As Bazerman (1988) puts it, an
author
must address the rhetorical situation established by that literature, for certainly it
will be received and measured against that communal construction. Even a newly
emerging field with a small and loosely structured literature draws on the literary
capital of other specialties out of which it emerged…In more established fields,
more must be uprooted to significantly alter the rhetorical dynamics. (p. 324).
Bazerman’s intuition explains the reason why, as Derkatch (2008) noted previously, CAM
articles so often exhibit an “exaggerated empiricity” when going up against the establishment of
biomedical research. Furthermore, Bazerman points to the importance of recognizing the
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intertextuality—presumably meaning the influence that texts have on each other—of the
discourse community. This influence is especially evident in an author’s employment of
citations, references, and literature reviews, and a text’s reflection of shared theories within a
particular discourse community (Bazerman, 1998, p. 325). Intertextuality, in short, serves as
intellectual scaffolding. It seems prudent for a fledgling discourse community to employ as
much scaffolding as possible. Recognizing explicit intertextuality also serves to identify a
particular audience and to determine where one’s ideas are situated in relation to those of
colleagues. Awareness of one’s position aids in determining one’s rhetorical approach within a
discourse community.
Getting situated in the biomedical discourse community is a laborious endeavor. In
addition to undergoing the process of academic induction through means of secondary and
tertiary education, a researcher is obliged to maintain an active role in advancing medical
knowledge. Bazerman (1988, p. 326) charges researchers with the task of identifying their
immediate rhetorical situations and moving forward from those situations into unknown space.
The challenge is to identify potential gaps in the research and to approach those gaps with the
appropriate argument. Using what Bazerman terms “investigative and symbolic tools,”
biomedical researchers strategically move their arguments within the collective biomedical
discourse. The investigative tools are identified as observational techniques expressed within the
structure of the experimental report. Bazerman also advises researchers to pay serious attention
to the value of process, rather than simply the final result. To put Bazerman’s point bluntly,
results may seem paradigm-shifting; however, without the approval of one’s process by one’s
peers, the results may easily be overturned (p. 328).
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Bazerman’s (1998) final point concerns the inherent “dialectics of emergent knowledge”
(p. 329). That discourse is integral to the biomedical process has been established, but Bazerman
is keen to underscore the value of discourse in discovering and accepting new information as it is
revealed (p. 329). In the interest of fueling dialogue, Bazerman’s points are sound, but with
respect to homeopathy—a long debated issue—the point where dialogue is exhausted is less
clear. Medical breakthroughs are a common occurrence, reported fervently by the media to an
anticipatory audience on the perpetual search for assurance. Homeopathy has been given the
benefit of the doubt by the medical research community, and certainty of its efficacy is still
unclear and fervently disavowed by staunch objectors. At what point does the discourse enter
into an infinite dialectic loop? How might this be loop be broken, if indeed resolution is
preferable to endless debate? For debaters such as Ted Kaptchuk, the moment for integration has
passed and the only recourse lies in a pluralistic existence.
In recent history, homeopathic researchers have drifted away from what Kaptchuk (2005,
p. 288) terms the “integration” approach into mainstream medicine. Though clinical trials of
homeopathy are still conducted, the primary targeted audience has shifted from a broad
(oftentimes hostile) biomedical research community to a specialized audience of homeopathic
practitioners (Caulfield & DeBow, 2005). Along the same lines, Kaptchuk and Miller (2005)
proposed a pluralistic symbiosis between mainstream medicine and CAMs, including
homeopathy. Kaptchuk and Miller write in their article titled “What is the Best and Most Ethical
Model for the Relationship Between Mainstream and Alternative Medicine: Opposition,
Integration, or Pluralism?,”
The pluralistic model fosters tolerance and/or cooperation between mainstream
medicine and CAM. It recognizes unbridgeable epistemological differences in
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the methods of developing medical knowledge and validating treatments, but
acknowledges that both mainstream medicine and CAM can offer clinically
valuable treatment options for patients in the light of informed choices based on
their preferences and values. (Kaptchuk & Miller, 2005, p. 288)
Underlying this statement is the realization that an individual patient who has reached his or her
majority has the right to participate and make the ultimate choice regarding his or her treatment.
This freedom of choice necessarily leads to a wide spectrum of ways to approach illness. The
roots of the incendiary discourse that emerges from a plethora of choices lie with a general
tendency for researchers and patients to overgeneralize the results of their particular treatment
outcomes.
Method
In order to find homeopathic articles for comparison I conducted an extensive search on
several online scholarly databases using a combination of Boolean terms such as homeopathy,
homeopathy AND CAM, homeopathy AND rhetoric, homeopathy AND trials, science AND
rhetoric, complementary and alternative medicine, CAM, CAM AND rhetoric, alternative
medicine AND rhetoric. These databases included ScienceDirect, EBSCO Host, Academic
Search Complete, MEDLINE, and Alt HealthWatch. I also reviewed references of pertinent
articles and found many that were applicable to my evaluation. After discerning which articles
to include in my assessment, I drew a line between articles that largely supported the efficacy of
homeopathy and those that were critical both of homeopathy and of previous conducted trials of
homeopathy. Many of the articles supportive of continuing research on homeopathy were either
trials of homeopathy on specific medical conditions such as fibromyalgia, or they were meta-
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analyses of previously conducted trials. On the side of the opposition the articles mainly
consisted of analyses of homeopathic trials and meta-analyses.
To be explicit, my project concerns the current state of the homeopathic discourse
community as well as the comparative differences of rhetorical choices reflected in two metaanalyses’ methods sections. I draw a definitive line between articles that support and articles that
dismiss homeopathy by regarding the conclusions of each article. In the case of articles that
support homeopathy, the authors all give the recommendation that homeopathy requires and
deserves further study. In contrast, the included critical articles of homeopathy mostly conclude
that homeopathy has been reviewed to an appropriate degree and research thereof has been
sufficient to warrant the relinquishment of further research.
Articles by Derkatch (2008) and Kaptchuk (2001), as well as the CONSORT Statement
(2011) and Bazerman’s contributions to rhetoric in science (1988) were all referenced in the
assessment of the two evaluated method sections. Using a combination of texts on rhetoric,
science, and homeopathy established a rounded matrix from which to assess the isolated excerpts.
Many of my source articles critical of homeopathic research, question the rigor of the science
presented within the homeopathic RCTs as well as meta-analyses supportive of further
homeopathic research; therefore, I will forgo commentary on the validity of the science
presented and will instead limit my interests to what is reflected in the text. As I dig deeper into
the varying articles, to establish a clear picture of the current dialogue occurring within
homeopathic research, I also hope to discover the degree to which certain meta-analyses rely on
the arrangement of argument versus the presentation of data (empirical or otherwise). If no such
pattern emerges I will be sure to make note of any errors in my presuppositions.
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In addition to an analysis of the two selected methods sections—Linde et al. (1997) and
Shang et al. (2005)—I must give a contextual review of relevant academic literature pertaining to
homeopathic research. This foundation is necessary in order to understand the mechanism
behind a systematic review of clinical trials such as Linde et al. (1997) and Shang et al. (2005).
Furthermore, this review will help to underscore the larger implications and effects of scientific
research performed using homeopathy. Presently, although the application of homeopathy seems
to have reached an equilibrium, it is still applied to a complementary degree in a number of cases
where the standard care is proven effective, which may lead to unnecessary delays in treatment
(Jacobs et al., 1996; Jacobs et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2006). For instance, a proven treatment of
acute diarrhea is known to western medicine, yet up until 2006, studies were still performed in
developing countries such as Honduras to ascertain the effects of applied homeopathy in
conjunction to proven effective techniques such as Oral Hydration Therapy (Jacobs et al., 2006).
The topic of homeopathy may be a small part of the larger field of CAM, yet its
influences and effects on the developing world—and increasingly in western culture—cannot be
ignored (Jonas et al., 2003). In order to increase the integrity of homeopathy as an alternative to
standard treatment, proponents of homeopathy continuously seek validation through means of
scientific publication. If an article that demonstrates the effectiveness of homeopathy qualifies
for publication in a reputable scientific journal such as Nature or The Lancet, the ubiquitous
endorsement and validation of homeopathy would be well on its way.
In order to facilitate the examination of the existing literature surrounding the field of
homeopathy, it is necessary to categorize the resources according to their stated stance on
homeopathy—i.e., either they support the continued use and experimentation with homeopathic
treatments, or they provide evidence against the continued use of said treatments. This simplistic
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manner of categorization has both advantages and disadvantages. Addressing the former:
separating the resources into only two categories—knowingly doing so at my own discretion—
lessens the chance of overwhelming readers by describing each resource on an individual level.
In developing two categories and being the sole proprietor over which resource falls within each
category, I am aware of the biased nature of my approach. The disadvantage to the
categorization lies in readers placing too heavy an emphasis on the meaning of each
categorization. The purpose is to organize and aid the transfer of knowledge, not to place a value
on the resources themselves. Thus, if a resource is determined to support the use of homeopathy,
it is not my intention to cast doubt as to its validity as a scientific document; on the other hand, if
I determine that a resource seems fundamentally opposed to the claims of homeopathy, I do not
intend to place upon it a higher value.
The Climate of Homeopathic Research
In preparing for a textual analysis of an article demonstrating the effectiveness of
homeopathy, it is constructive to begin by regarding the current climate of homeopathy in
developing countries as well as in developed nations. In a 2003 article published in the Annals of
Internal Medicine, (as a part of their Complementary and Alternative Medicine Series) titled “A
Critical Overview of Homeopathy,” Jonas et al. present a thorough and extensive review of the
state of homeopathy as presented in scientific circles. Within the opening statement Jonas et al.
assert their desire for an open-minded approach to homeopathic trials, preferably conducted by
researchers whose opinions on the matter have not yet been established. Furthermore, the
authors caution that homeopathic treatments that have not been supported by clinical trials,
should not be used in cases where standard treatments are proven effective.
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The authors point out that homeopathy in developed countries is most often sought by
young, affluent patients who exhibit subjective symptoms (such as headaches and nausea)
whereas patients in developing countries are more likely to be subjected to clinical homeopathic
trials in which the aim is to study homeopathy’s effect on more serious medical conditions.
Because homeopathy was developed in Germany in the late 1700s, most cultures found in
developing nations do not have a history of homeopathy within their traditional medicinal
practices.
In addition, the article’s authors take a selection of studies—the overarching topic of
which examines the key question of whether or not the effects of homeopathic treatments are
akin to the results achieved by the placebo effect—and cross-examine them to determine their
validity. Validity is assessed using a specific range of criteria, (a) was the study double blinded,
was the trial controlled with a placebo, (b) was adequate randomization used in collecting the
subjects, and (c) did the researchers properly account for bias in their methodology? Jonas et al.
(2003) found that three of the trials that fit the aforementioned criteria found homeopathy to be
more effective than mere placebo when used to treat specific ailments. Only one trial was found
to support the claim that homeopathy was indistinguishable from the placebo effect.
Interestingly enough, within the conclusion Jonas et al. admit to a dearth of clinical trials (of
consistent quality) that support the effectiveness of homeopathy. The authors conclude with the
suggestion that more, higher quality studies are needed in order to explore homeopathy’s
effectiveness as an alternative to standard treatments.
An evident trend in scientific articles on homeopathy is the reiteration that further
rigorous scientific studies are needed in order to fully answer the question regarding
homeopathy’s effectiveness. Intriguingly, such assertions are most often found in articles that
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seek to validate the use of homeopathy in certain instances. This is the case for Linde et al.’s
1997 study, published in the prestigious Lancet, which also seeks to posit a difference between
the effects demonstrated by the application of a placebo versus the application of a homeopathic
remedy. Curiously, the authors’ opening sentence is an admission that homeopathy is
scientifically implausible—referring to the systematic preparation of homeopathic remedies that
involve a series of dilutions, a process that eventually negates the existence of the original
medicinal substance (p. 834). The results of Linde et al.’s meta-analysis seem to suggest that
there is a difference between the results produced by means of homeopathic treatment and the
placebo effect; yet the authors conclude that further analysis of replicated and large-scale studies
is needed in order to further support this claim.
Responding to Linde et al.’s (1997) meta-analysis, a paper—published in 1998 in the
Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine by Mike Dean—questions the validity of a
study that was included in Linde et al.’s analysis. Dean found that the Ernst, Saradeth, and
Resch (1991) meta-analysis—one of the few included in Linde et al.’s meta-analysis that
reported no significant difference between the placebo effect and the effect brought on by the
application of a homeopathic remedy—contained gross design flaws that should have barred the
paper from Linde et al.’s analysis. Without the inclusion of the Ernst et al. (1991) study, Dean
states that Linde et al.’s (1997) conclusions are all the more supportive of homeopathy’s
effectiveness beyond the effect brought on by the application of a placebo.
This juxtaposition between the placebo effect and the effect produced by means of a
homeopathic remedy is an important issue within the current climate of homeopathic studies.
Critics maintain that the positive results garnered by homeopathic researchers conducting clinical
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trials may be analogous to the effect of a placebo on patients expecting positive results. The
debate is ongoing and relentless.
Narrowing the scope, Baranowsky et al. (2009) published a systematic review of trials, in
the journal Rheumatology International that looked at the efficacy of various complementary and
alternative medications—including homeopathy—on patients suffering from fibromyalgia. The
review determined that only one homeopathic study met the quality qualifications in order to be
included in the 2009 review. Not surprisingly, the single study—a paper published in
Rheumatology by Bell et al. (2004)—found that individualized homeopathic treatments were
significantly effective in treating fibromyalgia patients. (Bell et al. lends positive support to the
use of individualized homeopathic remedies on sufferers of fibromyalgia. With the application of
individualized homeopathic treatments, the authors report significant improvements in patients’
tender point pain and an overall improvement in well-being for patients suffering from
fibromyalgia—a clearer definition or specificities regarding the improvements in patients’ lives
were not provided.) Baranowsky et al. lamented the singularity of the study found regarding
homeopathic treatment with respects to fibromyalgia and suggested that further research be done
in order to verify Bell et al.’s research findings.
Delving further into the state of homeopathic research: the larger meta-analysis studies of
Linde et al. (1997), Jonas et al. (2003), and Baranowsky et al. (2009) seem to examine the
smaller, more targeted studies of homeopathy’s effect on defined and well-known ailments. A
large portion of these smaller studies do support homeopathy as a reasonable alternative;
however, in the wake of positive results similar studies arise that refute the positive results
outright or provide insight as to why positive results were garnered in the first place (Ernst &
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Pittler, 1998; Ernst, Saradeth, & Resch, 1991; Altunç, Pittler, & Ernst, 2007; Perry, Terry, &
Ernst, 2010).
An interesting article published in the British Medical Journal: Cancer by Rostock et al.
(2011) reported on a longitudinal, prospective observational trial that measured the overall effect
of a complementary homeopathic treatment on cancer patients, rather than on individual
homeopathic medication. Researchers gathered patients from four separate facilities, two known
for homeopathic treatment and two known for outstanding conventional oncological care, and
compared the quality of life of patients receiving classical homeopathic treatment with patients
receiving standard treatment. The researchers found that the patients receiving homeopathic
treatment (in addition to conventional cancer treatments) reported an overall improvement in
their quality of life over their conventionally treated counterparts. Quality of life was measured
on a scale developed by the researchers. Questionnaires were sent out to all 639 patients and
asked a variety of questions pertaining to quality of life, anxiety, depression, and fatigue. The
initial questionnaire revealed all patients scored similarly in their self-reported analysis. Over
the course of 12 months, patients were instructed to answer the questionnaire again in order to
determine improvements or declines in patients’ outlook.
In the discussion section of the article, the researchers did admit to some problems with
the study. By pairing homeopathically treated patients with their conventionally treated
counterparts, researchers admitted to not having perfectly matched patients—for example,
homeopathic patients were far more likely to have tried conventional treatment before seeking
homeopathic treatment. Therefore, patients in the homeopathic group were far more likely to
have a more advance cases of cancer. Nevertheless, Rostock et al. maintain that the study did
much to reveal the benefits that the attentiveness of homeopathic treatment can provide to cancer
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patients. Admittedly, the researchers were unclear whether the improvements stemmed from the
homeopathic treatments themselves or from the intensity of attentiveness normally associated
with homeopathic care. They concluded with the assertion that the effects of such attentiveness
should be explored further.
Clearly the search for statistically significant results that conclusively support
homeopathic treatments over mere placebo is hardly dwindling. A proposal for a large trial
studying the effects of individualized homeopathic treatments on patients suffering from
depression was announced in the online journal Trials in 2011 by Adler et al. The proposal,
titled “Homeopathy for Depression—DEP-HOM: study protocol for a randomized, partially
double-blind, placebo controlled, four armed study,” seeks to investigate three possible strategies
for alleviating what the author’s term “major depression” in patients. The severity of the
depression is determined by how each patient scores on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale as
well as on the Beck Depression inventory. The treatments to be investigated are the
administration of placebos and of homeopathic medication, and the act of gathering a patient’s
information—what homeopaths term as the case history. Gathering a case history for an
individual in homeopathy involves a lengthy interview process—patients are asked a series of
broad-ranged questions that cover everything from relationships, to favorite animals, to political
and religious leanings (Ernst, 2007). According to Adler et al., such personal attention may
produce the same results as a therapy session would—therapy being a well-documented deterrent
against depression (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2012).
Within the community of homeopathic research there is a prevalence of key articles that
are continuously cited by new literature. This is certainly true for three articles that consistently
appear in homeopathic research reference lists. All three articles list Jennifer Jacobs as lead
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author. A clinical assistant professor of epidemiology from Washington University, Jacobs is
well known by her colleagues for her homeopathic research relating to childhood infectious
diseases. Appearing in the journal Pediatrics in May of 1994, the article entitled “Treatment of
acute childhood diarrhea with homeopathic medicine: A randomized clinical trial in Nicaragua”
seeks to supply evidence that, along with conventional medicine, individualized homeopathic
treatments could effectively decrease the number of sick days for children diagnosed with acute
diarrhea. Jacobs, Jiménez, Gloyd, Gale, and Crothers’ (1994) methodology outlines a doubleblinded, placebo-controlled study following roughly 87 children suffering from Type A and
Type B diarrhea. (According to the article, there are three classifications for determining the
severity of acute diarrhea. Type A diarrhea is described as showing no symptoms of dehydration
and Type B diarrhea symptoms include rapid breathing and/or pulse, abnormal desire to drink,
dry mouth, sunken eyes, inability to produce tears. Due to the severity of Type C diarrhea,
patients were immediately sent for treatment in the hospital and were not included in Jacobs et al.
1994 study.) At the end of the 5-day study, Jacobs et al. found that, along with standard Oral
Rehydration Therapy, the number of overall afflicted days decreased by 0.8 for the children who
received homeopathic treatment. The 15% decrease in length of affliction was noted as
significant and the authors concluded with the assertion that larger, and lengthier studies were
needed in order to corroborate the results.
In keeping with Jacobs et al. (1994) recommendation for further studies, The Journal of
Alternative and Complementary Medicine published an article entitled “Homeopathic treatment
of acute childhood diarrhea: Results from a clinical trial in Nepal.” In this 2000 study, Jacobs et
al. gathered 126 Nepalese children for a randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled study.
Rather than measuring the elapsed time of the affliction, Jacobs et al. measured the frequency
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and severity of the symptoms of acute diarrhea. The symptoms under scrutiny were abdominal
pain, the presence or absence of vomiting, frequency and consistency of the children’s stool
samples, and the children’s temperature. After a preliminary assessment that took the
aforementioned symptoms into account, the children were assigned a diarrhea-index score. The
patients were then randomly assigned into the two observational groups: homeopathically treated,
and the placebo control group. Parents were assigned the duty of reporting the symptoms of
their child on an index card provided by the researchers. At the close of the trial—which lasted 5
days—Jacobs et al. were convinced that, when used as a complementary treatment,
individualized homeopathic treatments significantly reduced the symptoms of acute diarrhea in
the allotted time compared to those of the placebo-controlled group.
In the third study under consideration, published in The Journal of Alternative and
Complementary Medicine, Jacobs et al. (2006) studied the effects of using homeopathic
combination remedies in children suffering from acute diarrhea—this time, though, the trial took
place in Honduras. The study differed slightly from the studies conducted in Nepal and
Nicaragua. Jacobs et al. were interested in determining whether or not a single combination
homeopathic remedy would be effective in treating acute diarrhea in children. Previous studies
had indicated that homeopathy could potentially decrease the length and severity of the
symptoms when used in a complementary fashion along side standard oral rehydration therapy.
However, because it takes a trained and experienced homeopathic practitioner to tailor and
administer each medication and each dose to the individual patient, the cost of administering
homeopathic treatments in developing countries currently outweighs the potential benefits. By
searching for a single combinatory medication, Jacobs et al. sought to mitigate the large cost of
individualized treatment. Another difference between the Honduras study and the studies
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conducted in Nicaragua and Nepal is the absence of oral rehydration therapy within the
methodology. In this instance, the researchers decided to use a combinatory homeopathic
remedy as an alternative medicine as opposed to standard oral rehydration therapy.
The researchers divided the participants into two groups: those receiving the combinatory
homeopathic medication, and those receiving a placebo. Children who displayed signs of Type
C diarrhea—those suffering from severe dehydration—were excluded from the study. The
sample size included 145 in the experimental group, and 147 in the placebo group. Over the
course of seven days, or until symptoms ceased, patients in the test group were given tablets that
contained a mixture of the most common homeopathic remedies for treating acute diarrhea.
Participants in the placebo group were given benign replicas of the homeopathic medications.
Parents of the sick children were instructed to administer two tablets orally after each episode of
diarrhea. The tablets were placed in the mucus lining of the child’s mouth and allowed to
dissolve. After the allotted 7-day trial, parents were asked to note any lasting symptoms of
diarrhea that may have lingered after the trial. Researchers provided simple index cards on
which the parents noted their observations. Parents were asked to describe their child’s stools
(watery, soft, or formed), whether the child suffered from vomiting episodes, abdominal pain,
and any other physical signs of diarrhea.
At the close of the trial Jacobs et al. (2006) found no evidence to support their theory that
a combinatory mixture of common homeopathic remedies can aid in alleviating the symptoms of
diarrhea in children. However, the authors point out that previous studies, in which homeopathic
treatments were tailored and administered individually, did supply evidence that complementary
homeopathic medications prove effective in lessening the duration and severity of acute diarrhea.
The Criticism
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A curiosity belonging to the research critical of homeopathy is that the majority of the
printed articles focus on systematically reviewing homeopathic trials rather than conducting
original research. The purpose, it seems, is to focus on the weaknesses of homeopathic trials
rather than on producing original trials that refute the effectiveness of homeopathy. To speculate,
perhaps critics feel that such trials are beneath their attention, or—more intriguingly—perhaps
critics fear that their biases would naturally prohibit any negative results from being accepted by
the homeopathic research community. Ideal then, would be a homeopathic researcher who, with
support of his or her homeopathic colleagues, conducts original homeopathic research in an
effort to stave off persistent (and often vitriolic) critics. It is interesting that such a researcher
exists and continues to publish his work despite having fallen out of favor with his former
homeopathic colleagues.
As a leading researcher of homeopathy, Edzard Ernst is widely known as being the first
Professor of Complementary and Alternative Medicine at the University of Exeter. From 1993
until his early retirement in 2011, Ernst plunged into the study of complementary and alternative
medicines, including his own discipline: homeopathy. What came of Ernst’s investigations did
not meet with his expectations; he struggled to find the broad sweeping academic vindications
for his chosen discipline (Singh & Ernst, 2008). After conducting homeopathic research for a
number of years—the majority of which did not support the use of homeopathy in clinical
cases—Ernst found himself torn between what the research indicated and what he had been
taught as a practitioner and as a scholar of homeopathy (Singh & Ernst, 2008). Ernst’s
homeopathic beginnings and his subsequent research have made him one of the most outspoken
critics of his once adopted field. Ernst persistently critiques homeopathic studies but does so
from the platform of a researcher who would like to see positive results that help support the
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field of homeopathy. This doggedness has earned him both the respect and derision of his fellow
homeopathic researchers.
While serving as professor of complementary and alternative medicine, in 2002 Ernst
published a paper in The British Journal of Pharmacology titled “A systematic review of
systematic reviews of homeopathy.” In the article, Ernst looked at the most influential metastudies of past homeopathic research; incidentally, six of the 17 articles reviewed collectively
refuted the findings of Linde et al.’s (1997) influential study. The remaining 11 articles, Ernst
claimed, contain no proof positive that homeopathic remedies worked better than the placebo
effect. When regarded individually, the 11 articles did purport that homeopathic treatments were
more effective than the placebo effect. Ernst disagreed with this assertion. Taking each article
for review, Ernst consulted with five additional experts and found that although some individual
trials within the larger meta-analyses showed positive evidence for homeopathy’s use, overall the
results were not convincing enough to allow homeopathy to be used in clinical situations.
In 1998, Ernst and Pittler published a systematic review of eight clinical trials that tested
the effectiveness of homeopathic arnica—a plant belonging to the sunflower family—on a
variety of conditions. The review was published in the Journal of the American Medical
Association’s (JAMA) Archives of Surgery. Looking at eight placebo-controlled studies ranging
from single-blinded trials to double-blinded randomized trials, Ernst and Pittler concluded that
although some trials did indicate that homeopathy was more effective than the placebocontrolled group, these tended to be methodologically weaker. Four of the trials determined by
Ernst and Pittler to be methodologically sound did not find any difference between
homeopathically treated patients and those treated with a placebo. Ernst and Pittler attributed the
pattern to researcher bias. In one instance, a trial applied the wrong statistical analysis to a small
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data set. In the conclusion section, Ernst and Pittler did not dismiss the possibility of arnica’s
effectiveness; however, they closed with the recommendation that further, more
methodologically sound trials were needed in order to support the claim.
Besides his infamous systematic reviews of reviews and trials, Ernst is known for
publishing articles in respected medical journals and for using his seat as Professor of
Complementary and Alternative medicine at the University of Exeter to do so. (In 2011, in
conjunction with funding issues and a widely-publicized struggle with the Prince of Wales, Ernst
retired a full two years early from his position at the University of Exeter [Rustin, 2011].) In a
particularly candid article titled “Homoeopathy: The Effective Promotion of Ineffective
Remedies?” published in 2006 in the Journal of British Pharmacology, Ernst categorically states
that it is impossible to prove that homeopathy does not work; however, the existing literature on
the subject had not remotely proved conclusively that homeopathy was any better than the
placebo effect. The article went further to postulate as to why homeopathy was experiencing a
revival in the United Kingdom. Ernst mentions a few factors for the increase: effective
promotion through government reports, such as the now famous Smallwood Report
(commissioned by Prince Charles and published in 2005); the possibility that, despite the
indication of clinical trials, homeopathy is indeed effective; and the perceived effectiveness of
homeopathy by users (Smallwood, 2005). Patients who use homeopathic remedies may not be
aware of the placebo effect that may or may not be triggered by the intake of homeopathic
remedies.
A further systematic review of homeopathic trials—this time with regard to trials devoted
to testing homeopathy’s effectiveness on symptoms of fibromyalgia—was published by Perry,
Terry, and Ernst (2010) in the journal Clinical Rheumatology. The review titled, “A Systematic
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Review of Homoeopathy for the Treatment of Fibromyalgia” regarded four studies that were
rigorously selected from eight separate databases. The studies reviewed were selected by two
researchers—a third would intervene in the case of a dispute—because they met the following
criteria. All participants in each studied needed to have been diagnosed with fibromyalgia by a
medical specialist. The participants needed to have been treated by a homeopathic remedy or
were on a homeopathic care regime, each of which needed to have been administered by a
register homeopath. The control group in each trial was either given a placebo, no treatment, or
treatment as usual. Another criterion was the trial’s adherence and use of a validated assessment
tool such as the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire or a standardized scale for the measurement
of pain. All studies needed to have been categorized as randomized clinical trials (RCT).
All four trials claimed positive evidence for the use of homeopathy for specific medical
conditions; however, Perry et al. (2010) found that all of the studies contained methodological
weaknesses. These weaknesses included small sample sizes, short treatment periods, and a lack
of detailed explanation regarding the method used for randomization. Not all weaknesses were
attributed or found in all four trials, but each of the trials under review displayed one or more of
the weaknesses listed above. The authors end the discussion section listing their own study’s
limitations. While searching for acceptable studies to compare, it is possible that not all
potentially pertinent studies were published—oftentimes trials that end with negative results are
not published. This leads to the broader problem admitted by the authors: There is a scarcity of
acceptable, well-designed, randomized studies available for comparison. Perry et al. conclude
with the suggestion that further research is needed in order to establish a more stable consensus
regarding homeopathy and its place within western standard medicine.
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Responding to the barrage of homeopathic trials on children and adolescents, Altunç,
Pittner, and Ernst (2007) published a paper in the Mayo Clinic Proceedings journal.
Systematically reviewing 16 qualified RCTs, the researchers began their inquiry by sorting
through an array of online databases and dismissing any that did not meet their criteria. No trial
was dismissed on the basis of language; however, the authors did exclude trials that were not
randomized controlled, or double blinded, or that included protocols for execution but did not
include results. In addition to the exclusion protocols, Altunç et al. evaluated each possible trial
based on what was termed a “validity assessment” (p. 70). The following description fell under
the “validity assessment” heading: “Methodological quality was independently assessed by 2
authors (U.A., M.H.P.) using the system developed by Jadad et al., which quantifies the
likelihood of bias inherent in trials based on the description of randomization, blinding, and
withdrawals” (p. 70). Because of the large number of trials that were necessarily omitted for not
meeting Altunç et al.’s requirements, the authors included an array of trials that looked at
different medical conditions. The trials that qualified for the systematic review included the
following medical conditions: adenoid vegetation, Asthma, attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder, acute otitis media, conjunctivitis, diarrhea, postoperative pain-agitation syndrome,
upper respiratory tract infection, and warts. Each trial was reviewed individually; however, the
results were reported according to the specific condition. In discussing the rationale behind the
project, the authors pointed to the tendency for parents to seek natural, homeopathic medicines
because of a perceived belief in their relative safety and efficacy. Of the 16 trials reviewed by
Altunç et al., none contained solid evidence to support the further employment of homeopathic
remedies for the conditions listed above. Interestingly though, the authors did stress that only
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two conditions—diarrhea and ADHD—boasted more than two RCTs, again suggesting that more
randomized, double-blinded studies are needed in order to further support their conclusions.
While reviewing Altunç et al. (2007) an interesting issue is brought to light. One of the
key exclusionary parameters for Altunç et al.’s systematic review was the presence of bias within
a particular RCT. This consideration was addressed by Shang et al. (2005) who presented
evidence that both homeopathic and standard medicinal trails that account for the placebo effect
contain significant amounts of bias. By identifying the markers that indicate such bias, the
authors sought to account for the bias and to revaluate a trial’s data in order to determine whether
or not the results would be affected. To determine bias, the authors looked for unsound
methodological practices as well as unpublished results. The authors of the study began by
searching for double-blinded, randomized trials in 19 different online databases. Homeopathic
trials that met these criteria were then matched for type of illness and outcome with conventional
clinical trials, which were found using the Cochrane Control Trials Register. Regarding the
evaluative procedure Shang et al. stated that, “[b]ias effects were examined in funnel plots and
meta-regression models” (p. 726).
In the end, Shang et al. (2005) determined that the homeopathic trials were far more
likely to resort to unsound methodological practices and were more selective in the results that
were chosen for publication than their conventional counterparts. In addition to this discovery,
Shang et al. focused on homeopathic trials in which the methodological practices were sound and
the results were fully reported—within these studies, Shang et al. found no significant evidence
to support the claim that homeopathic remedies prove more effective than placebo. Regarding
the conventional trials, Shang et al. determined that, with bias accounted for, there was little
evidence to support the effectiveness of homeopathic remedies. On the other hand, in the same
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analysis (with bias accounted for), Shang et al. found significant evidence for the effectiveness of
standard interventions. Shang et al. concluded that their findings support the idea that effects
produced by homeopathic treatments are analogous to the placebo effect.
Apart from the various systematic reviews found in research critical of homeopathy, a
smattering of often-cited articles require examination. In 2005 Kevin Woodward published an
article in the journal Human & Experimental Toxicology that addressed the issue of the nonregulatory practices of herbal complementary medication, including homeopathic medication.
Specifically Woodward is interested in determining any potentially adverse effects brought on by
using herbal medication in conjunction with conventional drugs. The author points to the fact
that many conventional healthcare professionals are not aware of the chemical makeup of herbal
medications. Using several online databases, Woodward collected an assortment of data that
support his assertion that herbal medications can potentially cause complications in patients who
self-medicate alongside their conventional medication regimes. However, due to the extensive
system of dilutions that homeopathic medications undergo, the adverse effects of combining
homeopathic medication with conventional medications is mostly negligible. Despite this
positive report, Woodward maintains that a standardized regulatory system would overall benefit
the complementary medical community. Homeopathic medications are indeed considered
benign by most healthcare professionals; however, this is contingent upon whether or not the
medication actually undergoes the traditional system of dilutions. Without such safeguards, the
risks of adverse drug interactions (while improbable) cannot be completely discounted.
Two Method Sections, Rhetorically Analyzed
In their book Laboratory Life (1986), authors Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar state that
“[s]cientific activity is not ‘about nature,’ it is a fierce fight to construct reality” (p.243).
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Acknowledging this statement, therefore, necessitates an acquiescence to the importance of
rhetoric in the construction of science. By providing an explicit record of one’s method, a
researcher convinces his or her audience of the soundness of an argument. In logical terms, the
argument’s form is considered valid, and a researcher is convinced that his or her conclusions are
true (Klenk, 2008, pp. 8–14). Thus, as Charles Bazerman (1988) puts it, “[m]ethodological care
enables experiments to be used as investigative tools and then as proofs…the meaning and
validity of the experiment depends on proper methodology” (p. 69). The excessive attention to
detail in the two selected homeopathic research articles Shang et al. (2005) and Linde et al.
(1997) is therefore understandable.
In deciding which articles to compare regarding the rhetorical construction of a method
section, the criterion arose as follows. Both Shang et al. (2005) and Linde et al. (1997) measured
the clinical effects of homeopathy against the placebo effect in a range of selected meta-analyses.
Furthermore, both were published in the high-impact journal, The Lancet, and finally, both
outlined similar methodologies (albeit with different outcomes).
To begin with, each method section followed a similar layout; outlining their search
parameters, both Linde et al. (1997) and Shang et al. (2005) stridently assured audiences that
they had scoured MEDLINE—the US National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) well-known
database—for articles to include in their meta-analyses. Linde et al. used the word “MEDLINE”
three times in one paragraph, whereas Shang et al. mentioned it twice. The emphasis on
MEDLINE suggests that both authors have, to the best of their abilities, included every possible
trial and have not willfully ignored possible evidence. Alluding to a universally respected
institution such as the NLM—purported to be the largest medical library in the world (U.S.
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National Library of Medicine, 2012)—also suggests a deference to the authority of a government
institution.
Upon verifying that their pool of available trials seemingly covered the widest possible
margin—no study was exempt due to language barriers—both authors moved towards presenting
an exhaustive description of the qualifications for inclusion and exclusion in their respective
studies. Within the first sentence of the “Study selection” section, each author confirmed that
they defined the criteria for inclusion and exclusion “a priori” (Shang et al., 2005 & Linde et al.,
1997). This assurance ran parallel with what Charles Bazerman called a “fundamental
commitment…to empirical experience” (1988, p. 62). Both authors insisted that their parameters
were ironclad; a strategy meant to lend the illusion of thoroughness on the part of the researchers,
Shang and Linde. Shang et al. listed the following requirements for a trial’s inclusion within
their meta-analysis,
that the trial was controlled and of treatments or preventative measures with
clinical outcome; that it had a parallel group design with placebo control; that
there was random or quasi-random assignment to treatment and placebo groups;
and that the written report…was available with sufficient data to allow the
calculation of odds ratios. (p. 727)
Noticeable were the crucial terms previously discussed—“controlled treatments,” “placebo
groups,” “random assignment”—highlighting them underscored the value placed on the
traditional RCT.
Likewise, Linde et al. (1997) used almost the exact same terms in outlining their
inclusion parameters; however, the authors used 30 more words than Shang et al. (2005) in order
to state their case (107 to 77). The thoroughness displayed by Linde et al. follows Derkatch’s
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(2008) assertion that “many CAM RCT reports exhibit a kind of hyper-performance of the
experimental genre through an exaggerated empiricity” (p. 378). Going further, Linde et al.
stated that for a trial to be included in their meta-analysis it must “have an explicit statement that
there was random assignment to treatment and placebo groups, or that the trail involved doubleblinded conditions for participants, therapists, and outcome evaluators, making unbiased
treatment allocations likely” (p. 835). The mention of “double-blinded conditions” round out the
most popular terms used in RCT reports and meta-analyses thereof.
In each paper, Shang et al. (2005) and Linde et al. (1997) stated that they excluded any
trial considered as a “homeopathic proving.” (In these “provings,” homeopathic remedies are
administered to healthy individuals in order to ascertain their effects.) Both authors also stated
that n-of-1 trials were left out of their respective meta-analyses. (n-of-1 trials refer to single
patient trials.) Shang et al. mentioned one further exclusion: cross-over trials, in which patients
receive a sequence of various forms of treatments; this is problematic within homeopathic
treatments because it becomes difficult to pinpoint the source of an effect, if, indeed, an effect
emerges. Again, however, Linde et al. went further and stated two other exclusion criteria:
“other investigations that did not use a parallel placebo group, and studies in which a reasonable
outcome measure for data synthesis could not be determined” (p. 835). However, the authors did
not identify “other investigations,” and without this definition the aforementioned placebo-group
inclusion parameter seems sufficient, making the extra exclusion parameter seem redundant.
The added exclusion parameter serves, again, to underpin the exclusivity of the selected trials.
Another preparatory step in the study selection section concerned the actual choice of the
soon-to-be analyzed trials. Both Linde et al. (1997) and Shang et al. (2005) chose two
independent reviewers to sort through the collected potential trials. In the case of Linde et al.,
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one reviewer had veto power over the other; whereas in Shang et al., both reviewers needed to
reach a consensus before including the trial within the meta-analysis. The reviewers were also
charged with assessing the type of homeopathy used within each trial. Because homeopathy
remains largely unregulated by any one governing body, there exist different forms of practice.
Linde et al. as well as Shang et al. mention three: classical, clinical, and isopathic. Neither
Shang et al. nor Linde et al. openly discriminated against any specific form of practice. The
mentioning of the three forms of practice seemed only to serve as a means of classification for
the purpose of their subsequent statistical analyses.
In preparation for their statistical analyses, Linde et al. (1997) and Shang et al. (2005)
described the manner in which the quality of each trial was determined, as this would ultimately
factor into any statistical analysis. Linde et al. employed a scale developed by Jadad et al. (1996)
to ascertain internal validity. (Internal validity concerns the establishment of a causal
relationship between variables.) According to Jadad et al., the scale assesses characteristics of
RCTs such as random allocation and double blinding. Linde et al. stated that a predetermined
measurement for inclusion in their meta-analysis was also based on another scale developed by
the authors; however, this scale was not described at length. The independent reviewers who
selected the trials were also responsible for their quality assessments.
Shang et al. (2005) devoted a larger section to the determination of the quality of each
trial, despite the fact that the overall length of their meta-analysis was shorter than that of Linde
et al. (1997). Shang et al. mentioned three domains for establishing internal validity:
randomization; the masking, or blinding of participants, therapists, and outcome assessors; and
data analysis (p. 728). Furthermore, the authors spent a significant portion of their quality
assessment in judging what constituted proper randomization, the blinding of participating
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parties, and the final data analysis. Trials that exemplified these traits were deemed of higher
methodological quality, a fact that played a role in Shang et al.’s own statistical analyses.
Regarding the statistical analyses of each meta-analysis, both authors employed tables in
order to present their data. Appendix A and B, however, demonstrate that Linde et al. (1997)
employed a larger and more thorough visual table than Shang et al. (2005) did. The types of
statistical analyses varied between the two meta-analyses, because ultimately Shang et al. sought
to compare placebo-controlled homeopathic trials with conventional medicine trials whereas
Linde et al. looked solely at trials concerning homeopathy. Identifying the rational behind each
statistical method is beyond my current expertise; however, I found that each author spent a
significant amount of time discussing which statistical test was used in each particular instance.
The length of each statistics section did not vary between the two meta-analyses.
Finally, each meta-analysis accounted for bias in their respective assessments; however,
Linde et al. devoted more time to discussing how the bias in each trial was determined in their
study. Furthermore, they explicitly stated “We assumed that publication bias occurred in our
data set despite extensive efforts to collect all studies” (p.837). Again, the “exaggerated
empiricity,” as predicted by Derkatch (2010), is seen in the language of Linde et al. Counter to
Linde et al., Shang et al. neglect to address their own potential for bias but do assert that the
funding for the study in no way influenced its outcome (p. 728).
Derkatch (2010) is not alone in her predictions regarding the manner in which CAM
researchers describe their methodology. Shang et al. (2005) “found that trials of homeopathy
tended to be of higher methodological quality than conventional-medicine trials” (p. 730). The
explicitness of methods sections lies in the understood purpose of a methods section, which is to
facilitate the replication of one’s study by other researchers. Derkatch goes further and asserts
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that researchers who follow the IMRaD formula “foster identification between their methods and
the valorized methods of science in order to secure the community’s boundaries” (p. 377).
Although the usage of such a formula obviously does not guarantee the automatic acceptance of
one’s trial results by the entirety of the scientific community.
Discussion
The Muddled State of the Discourse
Whether or not homeopathy qualifies as being worthy of inclusion into western medicine
is still arduously debated; however, the fact that homeopathic researchers are engaging—mindful
and with respect towards the manner in which science is conducted—in the scientific process is
undeniable (Derkatch 2010, Shang et al., 2005). The willingness of academic researchers to
continuously seek acceptance despite an equally relentless opposition necessitates further
discussion. In reviewing this influential selection of articles, one publication claims to
understand the muddled state of scientific discourse regarding CAM.
Scott Sehon and Donald Stanley (2010), professors of philosophy and pathology
respectively, put forth a paper entitled “Evidence and simplicity: why we should reject
homeopathy” in the Journal of Evaluation in Clinical Practice. Acknowledging their
preconceptions regarding homeopathy, Sehon and Stanley set these aside in order to promote the
necessity of a dialogue between homeopathic researchers and critics of homeopathy. Although
the paper’s title does little to hide the opinions of the authors, the paper itself contains some
valuable observations. The first observation (perhaps the most difficult to overlook) is the
absence of a plausible explanation for why homeopathy works given the information we have
about how the world works. This unsolved mystery is acknowledged by the homeopathic
community as well homeopathy’s critics (Linde et al., 1997; Ernst et al., 2002). Another
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observation calls into question the overall quality of existing homeopathic research. Though this
criticism is common, Sehon and Stanley press further to understand the motivations behind the
blind acceptance of any and all homeopathic research by proponents within the field. Despite
bringing to light some interesting questions regarding homeopathy, Sehon and Stanley’s overall
skepticism prevents any homeopathic researcher from taking Sehon and Stanley’s criticisms at
face value. Ultimately, what Sehon and Stanley accomplish with their article is to reiterate the
emotional entanglements that both sides of the argument experience.
What sets Sehon and Stanley (2010) apart from the rest of the articles included in the
review section was the attention they brought to the nature of the dialogue. They address the
issues surrounding the motivations by both homeopaths and their critics. A curious feature
embroiled within the discourse is the question of motivation: Why does anyone pursue such a
contentious subject? The scientific community prides itself on reporting events dispassionately;
however, can anyone involved in the question of homeopathy’s legitimacy claim dispassion?
The very nature of such a dogged pursuit necessitates emotional involvement. This is not to
claim that because tempers flair on both sides of homeopathic research, that the entire discourse
is defunct. It stands to reason, though, that identifying the emotional entanglements becomes a
necessary part in understanding the discussion.
A Trend Towards Specialization
As this collection of articles indicates, interested parties are far from reaching a
consensus regarding whether or not homeopathy is akin to the placebo effect. I have discovered
an abundance of articles that support skepticism regarding the effectiveness of homeopathy, yet
these have done little to stem the tide of homeopathic research. Curiously though, the trend of
homeopathic researchers seeking publication in renowned science journals has seeming slowed
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in the last 12 years, this trend is illustrated in Table 1. Table 1 was constructed from a list of trial
articles found on MEDLINE using the search terms homeopathy AND trial. Though the search
was by no means comprehensive of all homeopathic research, 109 homeopathic research
articles—each boasting either double-blinding or randomization, or both—represent an adequate
sample size for indicating a trend in publication outlets.
Figure 1 represents a simple search of the past 30 years of homeopathic trial articles
housed within the MEDLINE database. From 1980 to 1999, RCTs of homeopathy were
published in a variety of medical journals, none of which were specifically devoted to the subject
of CAMs or homeopathy. Beginning in 1999, however, three articles emerge on MEDLINE
published in CAM-focused journals. The upward trajectory of articles published in homeopathy
and CAM-focused journals increases starting in 1999. Eventually, the trend rounds out to a split
between journals specializing in CAM or homeopathy, and non-specified medical journals (see
Table 1).
The homeopathic and CAM-focused journals include titles such as Homeopathy
(formerly The British Homeopathic Journal), The American Journal of Homeopathic Medicine
(AJHM), , The Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine, and the New England
Journal of Homeopathy. The reach of homeopathy, however, extends beyond purely Englishspeaking countries. Figure 1 contains a renowned German-language journal, Forschende
Komplementärmedizin (Research in Complementary Medicine), and Zhong Xi Yi Jie He Xue Bao
(Journal Of Chinese Integrative Medicine) a Chinese publication available in English. The
addition of these journals to the MEDLINE database sends a signal to researchers that articles
published within said journals carry a certain amount of authority; for example, Zhong Xi Yi Jie
He Xue Bao (Journal Of Chinese Integrative Medicine) visibly lists the databases in which the
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journal is indexed, a list in which MEDLINE is prominently displayed. This authority, however,
is tenuous and carries little weight concerning the internal validity of individual trial articles.
Although this brief look into articles found in MEDLINE represents only a slice of the
available data, MEDLINE remains the best resource for finding peer-reviewed, clinical research.
Despite this, there exist some limitations to the conclusions of my brief MEDLINE search and
the results thereof. It is unclear as to why MEDLINE only includes homeopathic research
beginning in the early 1980s when homeopathy journals have existed for a respectable amount of
time—the British Homeopathic Journal (now Homeopathy), for example, has research dating
back to the mid-1940s. A possible explanation might be that methodologically speaking,
homeopathic research has become far more sound (Derkatch, 2008). Another explanation might
be that increases in the overall amount of homeopathic research has made homeopathy far more
acceptable within the larger community of medical research. This barrage of research explains
the rise of specialized CAM and homeopathy journals; however it does not account for the
persistent and vociferous criticism against homeopathy in general (Valverde 2011; Ernst 2002;
McCarthy, 2005). The point being that specialized medical journals are not necessarily
disparaged by the larger medical community; yet, homeopathic journals rarely find acceptance
outside the closely-woven society of homeopathic practitioners and researchers (Caulfield, 2005).
Timothy Caulfield (2005) considers this point in his article published in BMC
Complementary and Alternative Medicine. Caulfield’s meta-analysis catalogs 46 peer-reviewed
articles published in 23 different journals (26 CAM-focused journals and 20 conventional
journals) and finds that conventional journals were far more likely to publish negative results
than their CAM-focused counterparts—69% to 30% (2005). Caulfield’s study potentially
indicates that homeopathic researchers are more disposed to presenting their research to a
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collegiate of fellow CAM advocates rather than present their work in more traditional scientific
circles. Though on a more fundamental level, perhaps these results indicate the line draw in the
sand, with either party moving and publishing within their own respective academic circles.
Science, however, is a human endeavor, and when practiced within closed circles
stagnates to the point of irrelevancy. Homeopathy, as indicated by Figure 1, clearly found its
way into conventional medical journals was found wanting and has moved on. Regarded with
admiration and fervor by a body of enthusiasts, homeopathy will always enjoy a stalwart
following. However, the question regarding homeopathy’s place amongst mainstream medical
treatments rests upon a willingness to continuously face criticism without fail and to refuse
banishment from the discourse. If homeopathic researchers felt marginalized and harassed to the
point of breaking away from the mainstream medical community, then perhaps they ought to
bear in mind the struggles of Alfred Wegener and his fantastical theory on plate tectonics, the
lengthy struggle to find evidence for the germ theory of disease, or Democritus’s largely ignored
atomic theory of the cosmos. Science, it seems, demands tenacity.
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Figure 1. Spreadsheet Listing Homeopathic Trials Found in MEDLINE
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Homeopathic
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(MEDLINE)
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Gibson et al.
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Shipley et al.

British Journal of Clinical
Pharmacology
Lancet

3

1985

Wiesenauer & Gaus

Arzneimittel-Forschung

4

1986

Reilly et al.

5

1991

Andrade et al.

6

1991

Kleijnen et al.

7

1991

Andrade et al.

8
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Labrecque et al.

9
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Walach, H.

10
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1994

Baillargeon et al.
de Lange de Klerk et
al.
Jacobs et al.
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1995

Hill et al.

14
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Lökken et al.
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Kainz et al.

Lancet
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Rheumatology
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Clinical Research Edition
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Clinical Research Edition
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Ernst & Pittler
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The Clinical Journal Of Pain
Archives Of Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery
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Medicine
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Medical Journals: OTHER
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Complementary Therapies In Medicine
Forschende Komplementärmedizin
(Research in Complementary Medicine)
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Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine
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Alternative Therapies In Health And
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(Homeopathy as of 2002)
The British Homoeopathic Journal
(Homeopathy as of 2002)
The British Homoeopathic Journal
(Homeopathy as of 2002)
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Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine

Rheumatology
The British Homoeopathic Journal
(Homeopathy as of 2002)
British Medical Journal:
Clinical Research Edition
Journal Of The Royal Society Of
Medicine
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Pharmacology
Journal Of The Royal Society Of
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59

2003

White et al.

Thorax

60

2003

Wolf et al.

61

2003

Cavalcanti et al.

62

2003

Brien et al.

63

2004

Weatherley-Jones et
al.

64

2004

Möllinger et al.

Forschende Komplementärmedizin
(Research in Complementary Medicine)

65

2004

Weatherley-Jones et
al.

Homeopathy

66

2004

Steinsbekk et al.

Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine

67

2004

Bell et al.

68

2005

Thompson et al.

69

2005

Jacobs et al.

70

2005

Kim et al.

71

2005

Steinsbekk et al.

72

2005

Frass et al.

Homeopathy

73

2005

Oberbaum et al.

Complementary Therapies In Medicine

74

2005

Haila et al.

75

2005

Jacobs et al.

76

2005

Steinsbekk et al.

Homeopathy
Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine
Complementary Therapies In Medicine

77

2005

Frei et al.

European Journal Of Pediatrics

78

2005

Shang et al.

Lancet

79

2006

Brinkhaus et al.

80

2006

Jacobs et al.

81

2007

Frei et al.

Complementary Therapies In Medicine
Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine
Homeopathy
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2007

Robertson et al.

Homeopathy
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2007

ALTUNC et al.
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2007

Bull, L.
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2007

Zabolotnyi et al.

Explore
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2007

Steinsbekk et al.
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2007

Belon et al.

Preventive Medicine
The Science Of The Total
Environment
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Sajedi et al.

89

2008

Ferrara et al.

90

2008

Walach et al.
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2009

Mousavi et al. (a)
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2009

Baranowsky et al.

Forschende Komplementärmedizin
(Research in Complementary Medicine)
Homeopathy
British Journal Of Clinical
Pharmacology
Journal Of Psychosomatic
Research

Rheumatology
Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine
Journal of Alternative and Complementary
Medicine
The Annals Of
Pharmacotherapy
British Journal Of Clinical
Pharmacology

Mayo Clinic Proceedings
Complementary Therapies In Clinical
Practice

Complementary Therapies In Clinical
Practice
Pediatric Nephrology
Journal Of
Psychopharmacology
Homeopathy
Rheumatology International
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2009

Relton et al.

94

2009

Mousavim et al. (b)

65
Homeopathy
Homeopathy

British journal of obstetrics and
gynaecology

95

2009

Witt et al.

96

2009

Siebenwirth et al.

97

2010

Nuhn et al.

98

2010

Cornu et al.

99

2010

Singer et al.

100

2010

Li, L.

101

2010

Adkison et al.

102

2010

Perry et al.

103

2011

Khuda-Bukhsh et al.

104

2011

Adler et al.

105

2011

Padilha et al.

Homeopathy

106

2011

Thompson et al.

Homeopathy

107

2011

Rostock et al.

British Medical Journal: Cancer

108

2011

Brien et al.

Rheumatology
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2012

Kundu et al.

Forschende Komplementärmedizin
(Research in Complementary Medicine)
Homeopathy
British Journal Of Clinical
Pharmacology
BMC Clinical Pharmacology
BMC Complementary And Alternative
Medicine
The Annals Of
Pharmacotherapy
Clinical Rheumatology
Zhong Xi Yi Jie He Xue Bao (Journal Of
Chinese Integrative Medicine)
Trials

Homeopathy
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Appendix B
Figure 1. Shang et al. (2005) Table to Indicate Characteristics of Placebo-Controlled Trials of
Homeopathy and Conventional Medicine

Sample size
Median (range)
Mean (SD)
Median year of publication (range)
Type of publication
In English
Journal article
MEDLINE-indexed journal
Type of outcome
Overall assessment of response
Occurrence or duration of disorder
Assessment of symptoms
Measurement of function or state
Assessment of clinical signs
Trial quality
Described as double-blind
Adequate generation of allocation sequence
Adequate concealment of allocation
Analysis by intention to treat
Higher quality*

Homoeopathy trials
(n=110)

Conventional-medicine trials
(n=110)

65·5 (10–1573)
117 (211)
1992 (1966–2003)

65 (12–1367)
133 (226)
1994 (1974–2002)

58 (53%)
94 (85%)
45 (41%)

94 (85%)
110 (100%)
95 (86%)

54 (49%)
26 (24%)
21 (19%)
6 (5%)
3 (3%)

49 (45%)
26 (24%)
26 (24%)
6 (5%)
3 (3%)

101 (92%)
27 (25%)
49 (45%)
33 (30%)
21 (19%)

96 (87%)
30 (27%)
21 (19%)
40 (36%)
9 (8%)

*Trials described as double-blind, with adequate generation of allocation sequence and adequate concealment of allocation.

Table 2: Characteristics of placebo-controlled trials of homoeopathy and conventional medicine

preventing the occurrence of a disorder or
complication). The duration of follow-up was measured
in weeks from the start of the treatment to the
assessment of outcomes.
Assessment of study quality focused on three key
domains of internal validity:11,14 randomisation
(generation of allocation sequence and concealment of
allocation), masking (of patients, therapists, and
outcome assessors), and data analysis (by intention to
treat or other). Random-number tables, computergenerated random numbers, minimisation, cointossing, card-shuffling, and lot-drawing were classified
as adequate methods for the generation of the allocation
sequence. Sealed, opaque, sequentially numbered
assignment
envelopes,
central
randomisation,
independently prepared and coded drug packs of
identical appearance, and on-site computerised
randomisation systems were classified as adequate
methods of allocation concealment. Analysis by
intention to treat was assumed if the reported number of
participants randomised and the number analysed were
identical. Descriptions of other methods were coded
either as inadequate or unclear, depending on the
amount of detail provided. Trials described as doubleblind, with adequate methods for the generation of
allocation sequence and adequate concealment of
allocation, were classified as of higher methodological

ratios below 1·0 indicated a beneficial e
in all cases. We used descriptive ana
characteristics of homoeopathy an
medicine trials. We examined heter
trials with standard !2 tests and calcu
which measure the proportion of varia
effect estimates due to between-stud
We investigated the association betwe
trial results in funnel plots, by plotting
horizontal axis (on a logarithmic scale
on the vertical axis.17 The extent to
variables were associated with log
examined by fitting of univariable a
meta-regression models.18 The followi
considered: SE of log odds ratio, langua
indexing of the publication in MEDL
(masking, generation of allocation se
ment of allocation, intention-to-treat a
of follow-up, and clinical topic. For ho
we also examined whether effects var
of homoeopathy and types of indication
primary prevention, or prophylaxis).
We combined treatment effects fro
higher quality by use of standard rand
analysis and used meta-regression a
treatment effects in trials as large as
included in the study. Trials with S
quartile were defined as larger trials. R
odds ratios, ratios of odds ratios
coefficients with 95% CI. Ratios of o
than 1·0 correspond to a smaller od
with the characteristic and hence a
benefit of the intervention. Funnel-plo
measured by the asymmetry coefficien
ratios per unit increase in SE of log
analyses were done in Stata version 8.2

Role of the funding source

The funding sources had no role in
collection, analysis, or interpretation
writing of the report. The correspondin
access to all the data in the stud
responsibility for the decision to sub
publication.

Results

We identified 165 potentially eligible r
controlled trials of homoeopathy
60 reports. The commonest reasons f
insufficient information (precluding

